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Syllabus Content:
2.4.3 Program testing strategies:
choose suitable data for black-box testing
choose suitable data for white-box testing
understand the need for stub testing

Testing strategies
Finding syntax errors is easy. The compiler/ interpreter will find them for you and usually gives
you a hint as to what is wrong.

Syntax Error:
A syntax error is a 'grammatical' error, in which a program statement does not follow the rules
of the high-level language constructs.

When Syntax error occurs, VB IDE underlines
wrong syntax, and gives options for corrections.

Much more difficult to find are logic errors and run-time errors.
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A run -time error occurs when program execution comes to an unexpected ha lt or 'crash' or it
goes into an infinite loop and 'freezes'.

Logical Error:
Logic error: an error in the logic of the solution that causes it not to behave as intended

Run-time Error:
Run-time error: an error that causes program execution to crash or freeze

Testing
Both of these types of errors can only be found by careful testing. The danger of such errors is
that they may only manifest themselves under certain circumstances. If a program crashes
every time it is executed, it is obvious
there is an error.
If the program is used frequently and
appears to work until a certain set of
data causes a malfunction.
That is much more difficult to discover
without perhaps serious
consequences.

Stub testing
When you develop a user interface,
you may wish to test it before you
have implemented all the facilities.
You can write a 'stub' for each
procedure (see Figure).
The procedure body only contains an
output statement to acknowledge that
the call was made.
Each option the user chooses in the
main program will call the relevant
procedure.
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Black-box Testing:
As the programmer, you can see your program code and your testing will involve knowledge of
the code (see the next section, about white-box testing).
As part of thorough testing, a program should also be tested by other people, who do not see
the program code and don't know how the solution was coded.
Such program testers will look at the program specification to see what the program is meant to
do, devise test data and work out expected results.
Test data usually consists of normal data values, boundary data values and erroneous data
values.
The tester then runs the program with the test data and records their results. This method of
testing is called black-box testing because the tester can't see inside the program code: the
program is a 'black box'.
Where the actual results don't match the expected results, a problem exists. This needs further
investigation by the programmer to find the reason for this discrepancy and correct the program.
Once black-box testing has established that there is an error, other methods have to be
employed to find the lines of code that need correcting.

White-box Testing:
How can we check that code works correctly? We choose suitable test data that checks every
path through the code

Dry-running an algorithm:
A good way of checking that an algorithm works as intended is to dry-run the algorithm using a
trace table and different test data.
The idea is to write down the current contents of all variables and conditional values at each
step of the algorithm.
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